
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: HRC0147281

Start date: Apr 03, 2023

Entry level: 0-1 year

Type: Part time

Contract: Temporary

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0147281
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Nico Steinhauser
Student Talent Attraction Manager

Internship: Component Verification - Laboratory and 
Measurement Support (f/m/div)*

Job description
Keep calm and carry on in the lab. Or in other words: Apply for an internship in 
Component Verification at Infineon Technologies Austria. Our high-performance PSS 
(Power and Sensor Systems) division in Villach is looking for motivated Students with a 
drive for Laboratory work. This internship offers you both an exposure to the exciting 
semiconductor industry and an attractive compensation package. Put your skills to the 
test and help shaping the future of our cutting-edge products.

We are looking for dedicated Students to support us in the area of Component 
 with special focus on . Verification Laboratory Work and Measurements

 What you will do

Support on product characterization tasks

 and  of Execution monitoring recurring measurements

 (e.g. Evaluation board assembly and electrical check-out)Setup development

Support - and automation programming activities

Further information
 Temporary / Full-time (flexible working hours from Monday to Type of employment:

Friday between 06:00 and 19:00)
 12 monthsDuration:

This internship can be perfectly combined with your studies: You can freely arrange 
your working hours - either in blocks or hourly.

Profile
You successfully meet the requirements if you are an ambitious and committed  Student
from the field of  , , or similar. Electrical Engineering Microelectronics Medical Engineering

 Who you are

A technical hero in the making with: 

Solid experience with  (Excel, PowerPoint)MS-Office

 (e.g. Python) are of advantage Programming skills

 are advantageous (e.g. soldering technics)Hardware skills

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Experience with  like  and  is a plusmeasurement equipment scopes meters

Good  and willingness to take over responsibilityorganizational skills

Willingness to both  and  in the field of learn grow semiconductors

A  and structured precise working style

Either  or   are requiredEnglish German skills

This position is subject to the collective agreement for workers and employees in the 
electrical and electronics industry (full-time), employment group B for bachelor 
students, employment group D for master students (https://www.feei.at/wp-content
/uploads/2022/05/minimum-salaries-white-collar-workers-2022.pdf). 

Please attach the following documents (English) to your application: 

Motivation letter

CV

Certificate of matriculation at a university (you must be enrolled and not on 
academic leave)

Latest Transcript of records (not older than 6 months)

Highest completed educational certificate (Matura certificate for Bachelor 
students, Bachelor certificate for Master students)

Reference letter (optional)

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes 
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better 
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a 
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces 
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources. 

– Power & Sensor Systems (PSS) drives leading-edge power management, sensing and 
 – data transfer capabilities

Infineon  semiconductors play a vital role in enabling intelligent power PSS
management, smart sensitivity as well as fast and reliable data processing in an 
increasingly digitalized world. Our leading-edge power devices make chargers, 
adapters, power tools and lighting systems smarter, smaller, lighter and more energy-
efficient. Our trusted sensors increase the context sensitivity of “things” and systems 
such as HMI, and our RF chips power fast and reliable data communication. 

*The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

 Infineon Hub - Connect. Create. Challenge.

The iHub at TU Wien represents an inspiring tech platform, networking area and event 
location, connecting Infineon Austria with tech experts, science specialists and young 
professionals. 

Check out our upcoming events: 
 Infineon iHub

https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/product/promopages/infineon-hub/
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